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It gives me immense pleasure
to know that the Department of
Psychology is going to publish 
 their e-magazine  মেনর
Canvas. In this magazine the
views of teachers and students
have been presented in a very
holistic manner.I hope that the
magazine will showcase some
of the remarkable creative
endeavours of both students
and teachers. My best wishes to
the team of this department who
worked hard for the birth of
মেনর Canvas.

From Principal's Desk

Dr. Indranil Kar
Principal, Surendranath College 



From the Desk of 

IQAC Coordinator 

I am delighted to know that
Department of Psychology,
Surendranath College is going to
release its first e-magazine "মেনর
Canvas". A wonderful showcase of
kaleidoscopic extravaganza of
talents from the students. I am
amazed.Please keep the spirit.
Congratulations to the
Department of Psychology for
bringing this up. Happy reading
to all. 

Dr Suchandra Chatterjee

Coordinator,IQAC 

Surendranath College 
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notes
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US



From HOD's Desk 
It has given me immense pleasure to learn that the students of the
Department of Psychology have ventured to publish an e-magazine , মেনর
Canvas,and this is the first issue on behalf of the Department. Kudos to
the students for this initiative - let it be a breeding ground for creativity
,leadership management and many things beyond Psychology .Trying to
bring some positive changes and utilizing the core strength by
encouraging and recognizing the exceptional talents of the students .I
would like to invite all to join this joyful e-magazine ride and get enriched
by the meaningful work that has been created in a holistic course of
action.I congratulate the department on this occasion and wish all
concerned associated with this initiative the very best.

Blissful Reading and Viewing
Sujata Saha
Department of Psychology (HOD)
Surendranath College



From Editorial Desk 
Mindspeak:

"মেনর canvas" our departmental e-magazine is a

collection of thoughts of students and teachers;

both have exceptional ideas and this magazine

provides them with a platform to present it to the

Surendrnath family. 

I hope you will go through this magazine intently

and appreciate the creative talent being nurtured in

our students and teachers.

Happy reading,

Papri Manna.

Faculty Member 

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY 



From Editorial Desk
Let's have some fun, let's be creative, let's launch an e-magazine,
''Moner Canvas'', for our department of psychology. A canvas adorned
with the explosion of colours, colours of our emotions erupting from
the interactions with our students. Our college is the shelter where we
take refuge, a kind of a tree. The branches are us, the teachers, whose
love, warmth and treasure house of knowledge bring forth lovely
fruits and flowers which are nothing but you, our beloved youthful
students. We would like to share our 'canvas'----- canvas of Happy
students, happy teachers.

Debashree Sinha 
Faculty Member

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY 



From Editorial Desk 
It gives me immense pleasure to release our first departmental e-

magazine " মেনর Canvas". This issue is dedicated to the topic "
Life During Covid". In this issue students exhibited their different
skills such as writing, drawing, handicrafts, photography etc. Its a

sheer joy to see them flourishing their creativity in such a
beautiful manner. A magazine trains the students in

concentrating on their thoughts and ideas. It shows the activities
of students in the field of their extracurricular activities as well as

in their academic ventures. Hopefully you all will enjoy the fun
ride with us. 
Sravasti De

Faculty, Department of Psychology
Surendranath College 
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That Rainy Evening 

 
 

I walked through a long corridor, 

With a cup of coffee in my hand, 

It was indeed a scary evening, 

But not as scary as my life. 

 

It was all a big mess, 

My mind was stuck somewhere else; 

Somewhere I didn't know. 

The rain turned into a storm, 

As I walked along the long corridor 

The corridor got darker by every second, 

And my coffee lost its warmth. 

 

Perhaps I was exhausted 

And tired to death 

But I still walked through that long corridor 

 getting impatient by the minute. 

 

I tried to light up my cigarette but alas,  

I left my lighter in my small Library 

I walked back to the library  

To light up my mind with that small  

piece of cigarette. 

 

At the end of the corridor 

I slightly opened the door and entered 

And soon I found myself surrounded with books; 

My mind grew heavier as eyes searched  

through the books 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I could smell those pages and It smelt like  

winter blossom 

I sipped my cup of coffee 

As I gently Pulled out a book just to smell it's pages, 

But soon I found myself turning the pages 

The Strom outside was no more 

 

Ohh my!!! I could see the sunrise! 

My mind was lighter than before without even 

lighting the cigarette, 

I started feeling all the mess of my life was 

gradually falling into places. 

 

It was almost early morning suddenness 

The evening storm was long gone, 

And the packet of cigarette lay somewhere 

untouched, I even forgot the purpose of being 

there in library. 

 

I looked around : the whole Library was mess but  

Not my life anymore. 

 

I walked through that long corridor again 

Albeit with a happy mind this time to make my 

morning coffee, 

Because I knew that the day was going to be long 

Yet those books in the library would wait for me. 

 

Indeed the day was long and evenings dark 

Yet I walked through that Iong corridor with a 

happy mind again     

 

 

~  Himadri Das, 

     Semester 6th 



 

2nd Semester 



 

মন ও বিদ্যা 

 

— মধুপর্ণা মজুমদ্ার, 6 th semester. 

(১) 

 

সকাল ৮ টায় ঘুম থেকক উকেই তিতিকেে মকে পড়ল ওে আজ কাউকেতলিং-এে জেয 

সাইককালতজকেে কাকে যাওয়াে কো আকে। ঘতড়ে তিকক িাতককয় বুঝল ১০ টাে 

মকযয পাকক স্ট্রীকট অোতমকাে বলা সাইককালতজে রূপকো চ্যাটাজীে কাকে থযকি 

হকল ৯টাে মকযয থবকোকিই হকব। তিতিকেে বাতড় থহদুয়াে কাকেই। গাতড় ককে 

থযকি এমতেকি খুব থবতি সময় ো লাগকলও িহকেে এই যােজট থয তক ভয়িংকে 

হকি পাকে থসটা ওে অজাো েয়। অতিস টাইকম বযস্ত কলকািা থয তমতেট িকিককে 

পেককও এক ঘন্টা ককে থিলকি পাকে থসই তবষকয়ও ওে তবনু্দমাত্র সকন্দহ থেই। 

বহুতিে যকে ভাবাে পকে আজ অবকিকষ তিতিে ঠিক ককেকে থয ও সাইককালতজকেে 

কাকে যাকব। ওে বান্ধবী অোতমকা যতিও বহুতিে আকগই ওকক থযকি বকলতেল তকন্তু 

ওকিে মকিা মযযতবত্ত বাতড়কি আে থকই বা ককব 'সাইককালতজে', 'মকেে অসুখ' 

এইসব িব্দগুকলাকক গুরুত্ব তিকয়কে! িাই প্রাইকভট থকাম্পােীকি চ্াকতে কো 

তিতিকেেও ভাবকি একটু সময় থলকগকে বইতক।  
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োস্তা তিকয় থযকি থযকি গাতড়ে জােলা তিকয় মুখ বাতড়কয় তিতিে বহুতিে পে থযে 

তেিঃশ্বাস তেল। বাইকেে জগকিে সাকে থযে বহুকাল ওে থকাকো থযাগাকযাগ থেই। 

থযকি থযকি তিতিে থিখল বয়স্ক একজে থলাক োস্তায় ভাকয়াতলে বাজাকে, তক 

সুন্দেই ো িাে সুে, আন্দাজ কেকলা বয়স কম ককে সত্তকেে উপে। িােপে 

আচ্মকা ভাবকি শুরু কেল "সতিযই তক সাইককালতজে রূপকো চ্যাটাজী ওকক এই 

সমসযা থেকক থবে কেকি পােকব?"! ভাবকি ভাবকিই ওে মকে হল সবাই থয বকল 

সাইককালতজে মাকেই থিা পাগকলে ডাক্তাে, মাোখাোকপে ডাক্তাে, িাহকল তক 

সতিযই ও পাগল হকয় থগকলা থিষকমষ! ভাবকি ভাবকিই থিখল সাতে সাতে িুটপাি, 

িামী িামী থেকস্তাোাঁ , োস্তাে যাকেে থিাকাে, িকয় িকয় োস্তায় োমা গাতড়ে ঢল আে 

কি কি থলাকজে থপতেকয় থস এতগকয় একসকে ঠিক তেকজে গন্তবযস্থকল।  গাতড়টা 

ড্রাইভােকক বকল োস্তায় সাইড ককে িাাঁ ড় কোকলা। িােপে এতগকয় থগল তসাঁতড় থবকয় 

উপকেে তিকক, একটু এতগকয়ই কাকক তজজ্ঞাসা কো যায় ভাবকি ভাবকিই থিখল 

কাকেে সুন্দে িেজাে পাকি থলখা থবাডক টা 'ডিঃ রূপকো চ্যাটাজী, তব.এস.তস, 

এম.এস.তস, তপ.এইচ্.তড ইে সাইককালতজ'! 
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িেজাে পাকি বকস োকা থলাকটিকক তজজ্ঞাসা ককে তিতিে বুঝল ও একিম ঠিক 

সমকয়ই একসকে, তভিকেে জে থবতেকয় একলই ওে পালা। তমতেট ২০ অকপক্ষা কোে 

পে তিতিে পিক া সতেকয় থগল তভিকে। থচ্য়াকে বকস োকা একটা চ্িমা পো থমকয়কক 

থিকখই একটু অবাকই হল ও, কিই বা বয়স হকব থমকয়টাে! খুব বড়কজাে হকল ওে 

থেকক ৩-৪ বেকেে বড় হকব হয়কিা, থসই থমকয় তকো অকেযে মে ভাকলা ককে? 

মেখাোপ সাতেকয় থিয়? ভাবকি ভাবকিই ওকক থডকক তেল সাইককালতজে রুপকো 

চ্যাটাজী। তভিকে তগকয় কো বলাে সময় েিমি থখকয়ই সব প্রকেে উত্তে তিতেল 

তিতিে। থকাে প্রকেে থকাে উত্তে থিওয়া উতচ্ি থসসব থযে গুতলকয়ই যাতেল। 

িােপে েমকক েমকক সবটা থযে তকভাকব ওে থেকক থবে ককে তেল রূপকো, থসটা 

তিতিে তেকজও বুঝকি পােল ো। িােপে চু্পচ্াপ োকা তিতিে বুঝল, কো থিা 

ভাকলাই বলকে থস। সবটা থিাোে পে ওকক রূপকো পকেে একটা তিে তেযকােণ ককে 

থিয় আসাে জেয আে ওে বৃত্তান্ত শুকে ওকক থবি ককয়কটা তজতেস কেকি বকল 

থযগুকলা শুকে তিতিকেে থবি তকেুটা অবাকই থলকগতেল ওই সময় কোে জেয আে 

তক! এই থযমে যরুে থোজ ডাকয়তে তলখকি, িােপে বনু্ধকিে সাকে ঘুেকি থযকি, 

তকিংবা ওে থোকটাকবলায় বাজাকো হােকমাতেয়াম তেকয় বসকি। এইসব সমকয় সতিয তক 

আে এসব কো যায়? িােপে সপ্তাহ খাকেক অন্তে অন্তে একস হাতজো থিওয়া। 

ভাবকি ভাবকিই ওে সময় থপকোকলা, ডাক এল পকেে জকেে। রুম থেকক থবতেকয় 

বযস্ত কলকািায় আবাে পা োখল তিতিে তেকজে এই সমসযা তেকয়ই। 
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( ৬ মাস পে...) 

 

সকাল থবলায় ঘুম থেকক উকে তিতিে জােলাটা খুকল বাইকেে তিকক িাকাকলা, হাকি 

তেকজে পেকন্দে ব্ল্যাক-কতি তেকয় পেকন্দে েবীন্দ্রসিংগীি গুেগুে কেকি লাগল । 

োহ, এখে তিতিে থবি ভাকলাই আকে। প্রায় মাস েয় আকগ যখে সব তকেু থকমে 

তবেতক্তকে হকয় উকেতেল, থবাঁকচ্ োকাে িাতগিটাই হাতেকয় তিকয়তেল, িখে চু্পচ্াপ 

োকা এই তিতিেকক অতিকসে কতলগ অোতমকা তিকয়তেল রুপকোে থখাাঁ জ। তক 

অবাক হকেে? রুপকোে আবাে থখাাঁ জ? োহ, এই রূপকো থসই রূপকো েয়। এই 

রূপকো হল ২৮ বেকেে জলজযান্ত এক থমকয়, সাইককালতজে, আপোো যাকক 

'পাগকলে ডাক্তাে' বকলে আে তক! টাল-মািাল অবস্থায় তিতিে তগকয়তেল রূপকোে 

কাকে, সাকে সিংককাচ্ থবায থিা তেলই মযযতবত্ত পতেবাকেে সাইককালতজকেে কাকে 

যাওয়া তেকয়। তিতিে থসতিে  'মে ভাকলা থেই', 'মেখাোপ' এই অসুকখ ভুগতেল, 

থযখাকে িাে থবাঁকচ্ োকাটাই তবেতক্তে কােণ হকয় িাাঁ তড়কয়তেল। এবাে ভাবকেে থসই 

তিতিে আজ তকভাকব এি প্রাকণাচ্ছ্বল? 



হযাাঁ , থসতিে রূপকো সতিযই তিতিকেে জীবকে রূপকো হকয়ই একসতেল থযখাকে 

তিতিে তেকজকক খুাঁকজ থপকয়তেল। প্রাইকভট থসক্টকে কাজ কেকি কেকি আসকল 

তিতিকেে িম বন্ধ হকয় একসতেল। বাবা মাো যাওয়াে পে থপ্রাকমািকেে যাাঁ িাককল ও 

তেকজকক হাতেকয় থিকলতেল, যকেে মকিা হকয় পকড়তেল আে বনু্ধ-বান্ধব- তবকোিে 

এই সব তকেুকক বাতিকলে খািায় থিকল তিকয়তেল। আে িাে এই সব কো িাে মে 

থেকক কবে খুাঁকড় থবে কোে মকিা সব থবে ককেতেল সাইককালতজে রূপকো 

চ্যাটাজী। মাস তিে যকে থসিে, তিতিেকক তিকয় ডাকয়তে থলখাকো, ঘুেকি পাোকো, 

ভাকয়াতলকেে তিকক েজে যাওয়া তিতিকেে কাকে িাে থোকটাকবলাে হােকমাতেয়াম 

িাে েন্দহীে জীবকে তিতেকয় একে িাকক জীবকেে মূল থরাকি তেকয় একসতেল। 

 

োহ, এখে আে তিতিে মযযতবত্ত পতেবাকেে থমকয় হকয়ও সাইককালতজেকিে 

'পাগকলে ডাক্তাে' বকল ো, 'মেখাোপ' োমক তবষয়টাকক তেকয় আে অবাক হয় ো 

তকিংবা হাসাহাতসও ককে ো। তিতিে জাকে, তিতিে থবাকঝ থবাঁকচ্ োককি থগকল 

িেীকেে সাকে মেটাককও সমােভাকব ভাকলা োখকি হয়। ঠিক যখেই মকে হকব 

তেকজ বা তেকজে থকউ জীবকেে থচ্ো েন্দ থেকক হাতেকয় যাকে িাে মকেে অসুখ 

সাোকোে জেয উপযুক্ত মােুকষে কাকে তেকয় থযকি হয়, যাকক 'সাইককালতজে' বকল 

এবিং বািংলায় থযটা 'মকোতবি'; থকাকো 'পাগকলে ডাক্তাে' ো। িেীে ভাকলা ো 

োককল হাল যোকোে জেয থযমে ডাক্তাকেে কাকে যাে থিমে মকেে হাল যোকি 



সাইককালতজকেে কাকে যাে। আপতে সামতয়ক মে ভাকলা কেকি পােকলও মকেে 

হাল থিোকি পােকবে ো, িাে জেয তেতিক ষ্ট তকেু তবষয় োকক যা আপোে অজাো। 
 

শুেুে, িেীকেে সাকে সাকে মেটাককও গুরুত্ব তিে। তেকজে ভাকলা- খাোপ এই 

গুণগুকলা তেকজই থবে করুে। ঠিক থযটা কেকল মে ভাকলা োকক থসটাই করুে যতি 

ো থসটা অকেযে জেয ক্ষতিকে হয়। থোজতিে বযস্তিাে তভকড় হাতেকয় যাওয়া 

তেকজে হতব, পেন্দ এই সবতকেুকক বাাঁ তচ্কয় োখাে থচ্ষ্টা করুে, কাকেে মােুষকিে 

থখয়াল োখাে থচ্ষ্টা করুে। থিখকবে মে ভাকলা োককব। আে একান্তই যতি ো 

পাকেে িাহকল আপোকিে কোয় 'পাগকলে ডাক্তাে' মাকে  সাইককালতজেো থিা 

েইলই আপোকিে সাহাযয কোে জেয।  

 



 

Asgar, Ali, 4th Semester. 



 



The shaded area is of a man while the lighted area is of a
woman. 

HORIZONTAL VIEW (LEFT) AND VERTICAL VIEW 

ART WORK (Optical Illusion) 
(by Arpi Ghosh, 4th Semester) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It is the time when we witnessed the cruel and harsh 
reality. Yet no matter how much we grieve over our 
environment and circumstances, nothing will change. 
Happiness and sorrow are the two eternal truths of 
our lives and these two things completes one’s 
existence. So it is important to perceive these two 
truths as a whole and continue to give efforts until a 
new path opens up. Sometimes it lies within the old 
itself. What matters is that what we are looking for. 



Semester 2, Psychology Department 



FINDING CALM AMIDST THE
CHAOS

“Sometimes you climb out of bed in the morning and you 
think, I'm not going to make it, but you laugh inside — 
remembering all the times you've felt that way.”

Charles Bukowski

As a result of the global 
pandemic, we 
experienced a great deal 
of unavoidable pain, 
loss, and suffering, 
hopelessness but we did 
not surrender and tried 
our hardest to maintain 
hope and find meaning 
in life. 

“Have a great sense of 
humor, especially when 
it comes to yourself and 
your situation. However,
don't just laugh. Work to
improve and change 
things, even if it seems 
difficult at times.”

“It may be difficult to 
find the good in this 
situation, but we'll 
figure it out when we 



can,” rather than “Don't be so pessimistic, look on the bright side,” is 
considerably more appropriate at this time. Encouragement of positivity 
and gratitude does not lead to progress on the other side of tragedy when 
people are going through difficult times. While optimism can be beneficial 
in moderation, if taken too far, it can make people feel guilty, humiliated, or
in denial about their true feelings. We must recognize that someone is 
suffering and requires help. “Positive vibes only” can sometimes overlook a 
genuine sense of despair and hopelessness, alienating and isolating those 
who are already struggling. The sadness, the anxiety, the anger they feel are
very valid. Our coping skills have to evolve and morph over the last year as 
the pandemic evolved from concerned to inconvenient to long-term life-
altering calamity. 

In an circumstance this dire like Covid -19, human life is at stake. Social 
isolation and physical distancing methods slow the disease's growth, but 
they're also linked to feelings of depression, anxiety, despair, sexual abuse, 
trafficking, drug and alcohol abuse, marital violence, and child abuse. Fear 
of losing a job, income cuts, social anxiety, death anxiety, stress, and an 
abundance of time are all difficulties that people in precarious positions 
with limited funds and access to social and health services face. The 
consequences on mental health are typically more pronounced.

Constant exposure to worrisome, anxiety-inducing news convinces us that 
there is cause for concern, perpetuating myths, rumors, misinformation, 
doubt, and anxiety. It took a toll on us to watch the news, be active on social
media, and watch the death rate increase day after day on the news at one 
point. People's mental health began to suffer as a result of the overflow of 
covid-19 news on social media. Instead, gather COVID-19 information from
reliable sources, follow authorities' instructions, spend some time away 
from social networking sites, focus on the task at hand, and build a healthy 
routine to keep you and your family safe and healthy in times likes this.

While dealing with the epidemic emotionally, we shuffled online classes, 
online tests, a higher workload and so many things. Many people have 
taken advantage of the time to contemplate and de-stress, to be grateful for 
the opportunity to work, or to keep the positive aspects in perspective. 



While creative seclusion may have worked well for some, allowing them to 
turn ideas into projects, for many others, it has resulted in a severe loss of 
creativity and it is okay to take a break from it to heal.

Writing thoughts down, engaging in hobbies which brings us joy, taking 
care of ourselves and others or sometimes just taking a break from 
everything can helps us to reflect and sit with our feelings, making us feel 
less worried and anxious. It can assist us in creating a safe environment in 
which we can recognize and assess our moods, strengths, shortcomings, 
and ideals, as well as the changes we are going through this deadly global 
pandemic. We all are doing the best we can in this impossible of a situation.

“The sun will rise again no darkness, no season can last 
forever”  

EMILIE DAS

 (PSYCHOLOGY DEPT. SEM 4)



Author | Aspita Singha, 2nd Semester 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

IF I WERE A 
BIRD 



If I were a Bird 

If I were a bird, I would like to be one of the small species, 
cute and beautiful. 
I would love to be a tiny maina who is beautiful, tiny and 
above all, it is a bird that men can keep as a paid. I would 
love to stay with main study their ways and enjoy their 
company. This I would be able to do with men as . God 
has given the maina power of speech just like man. It 
dogs like a human being has a sweet voice and, above all 
also has a great capacity to learn whether it is tot. If I 
were to be a bird I would like my life to be a beautiful 
blend of freedom of flying in the high skies and the love 
and care given by man. I see advantages in both and find 
it difficult to make a choice. 
My ambition as a bird would be able to fly high as hai 
can be, like any other bird. This would give me an insight 
into what all exist in the atmosphere. I would also be able 
to access first hand, the life of bird as a community, the 
advantages and disadvantages they live with. I would 
share my experiences with mic in and understand the 
difficult ways of life. I would attend knowledge of lies of 
bird big and small as I would move with them and 
conversing with them while flying high in the air or 
sitting on trees with my colleagues. 
I would love all this, at the same time I would love to 
become a pet in a nice family. This family would keep me 
close in a cage lest I fly of. Sure, in the family I would 
learn to be controlled and restricted. I would be no doubt a 
punishment of sorts to be tied down in a cage but I feel so 



happy imagining the love and care I would get from 
each member of the family that would adopt me. 
Here, at home, I would be served food in a platter korma 
water in a dish in a right royal style. Aha! What a life that 
could be for me. Hunting for food and being frightened of 
bigger birds attacking me would not be a care for me. I 
would be a loved one of many -what a wonderful feeling it 
gives. 
While living with a family I would also be able to learn 
about the ways of men. How man leaves, how he behaves, 
and what his attitude is towards bird I would be able to 
understand first hand,Being so close to man. I would 
does also get an insight into all this. Together with all the 
advantages living with human beings, my art of talking 
like a human would get encouraged and I would get 
several changes to the to talk to the family. 
I understand men keep miners and parrots just for this 
art of this birds, of talking like men. My master mistress 
and some small children of the family would teach me 
how to speak and what to speak. Once I would get the 
training to speak, I would be able to chat with each of the 
family members and guest. This would earn for me heaps 
of phrases by all who had me. This I say because I hear a 
minor has a clear and sweet voice and a capacity to talk 
like a human. 
If I were a bird, I would like to get the blessing of this 
combination to be set into my life. I would give me a 
healthy and relax so germ so scared in a family together 
with free visit to the sky trying out my skills of taking 
high flights. The two together would give me as if the best 
of 



both the words of birds and humans oh God please grant  
me this life that is if I am not asking for too much. 
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We are currently in the middle of worldwide pandemic situation 
due to Corona Virus that has changed over lives beyond recognition.

Bullions of people are in lockdown unable to visit one another unable to go
to work, unable to attend school, unable to meet, one another in public
place.  At this of existential danger, we instinctively desire to be close to
our family and friends, hold their hands and embrace them. But now we
are forbidden to do so . Every physical attraction, love-kindness could
bring illness and death.

At this time I realize , Kindness, hope, blessings, gratitude are  that one
thing for which we can live.
.

THE REALIZATION
    I N  T H I S  P A N D E M I C  S I T U A T I O N

KINDNESS - THE WORLD NEEDS IT

At a time, when everyone's life is so uncertain, exhausted. In this time let's
choose to be kind more than ever. Who ever we come across, is either
struggling or seeking for something better.

As we hit by the second
wave of Corona virus
and third wave is
upcoming, the situation
has become so dise that
these's a death of
medicine, oxygen beds,
injections, helping hands
and other sources which
help us

Now is the time when
we need to be more
kind over regardless of
race, religion or caste.
Because, covid, this
pandemic situation
showed us that roting is
bigger than human
being. We need to more
compassionate to the
people in need

Rikta Ray

Sem -6, 3rd year

Department of psychology

 

 



We can be kind just by checking up on other, by  exchanging a kind word
with the ones we are suffering, by Sharing covid resources with as many as
we can and the list goes on. These little acts of kindness may not mean much
to many but they might be the world to someone. 

                     BE KIND, THE WORLD NEEDS IT MORE THAN EVER 

" Carry out a random act of kindness, with no expectation
of reward, safe in knowledge that.one day someone might
do the same for you."

– Princes Diana

Counting blessings

How blessed are some of us to be able to stay safe at home when maximum of

Us are homeless, lost
their parents or loved
one, reading , working,
cooking, creating,
developed self-skills,
emerging our new
activity that make us
happy and bring our
mental well-being over
this uncertain pandemic
situation.

   How blessed are some
of us to get another
chance to be around the
people whom we love to,
who care us and loves
for us and get another
day to live in this earth ,
in this nature. 

We blessed that some
of us to be able to
connect with our
close ones virtually, if
not Physically.

No one is really
prepared for God's
greater plans.But
seeing the light in the
midest of darkness
can help us keep
stronger , positive,
optimistic and
appreciative of little
things we are
blessed.



During this situation , when everyone exhausted by second wave is running
& third wave of Corona virus are upcoming , we certainly realized that the
importance of life .we should be grateful to our life that we still alive &
breath. We are able to realize our each & every seconds of life. We should
thankful out family, our friend, our doctors & nurse and all over the front-
liners warriors who protected our lives from everything .
  

Giving thanks and expressing gratitude in one of the oldest concept in society. It
reminds us of how special, beautiful and blessed our lives are even when we are in
a such a uncertain, stressful, challenging, overwelmed situation.

"Be thankful for what you have, you'll end having
more. If you concentrate on what you don't have, you
will never, ever have enough."

"What seems to us bitter trials are often blessings
 in disguise"

– Oscar Wilde

Thankful for life

Robert' Emmons –

A psychologist  and world expert on gratitude defines "gratitude as the
ability to recognize the goodness in your life. Which is due to your sourringss

as well as the actions of another person or a group of people".

Let's take a break and live in this moment and  appreciate
the life we are living right now.

– orpah Winfrey



I Found Something In The Woods 
 

The clouds in the evening sky were streaked by yellow sunlight, 

It looked like golden liquescent poured over ivory cotton, 

The fairies were playing among them to their hearts' delight. 

 

Then the rain came and calmed everything down, 

With its glacial downpour, it penetrated the ground, 

The sky turned into aquamarine. 

 

A white hotel room with floral-printed bed sheets, 

Far away, the thunder of the waves makes the sky look fragile, 

The people are walking around like nothing makes a difference. 

 

The forest is our mother, the birds; our sisters and brothers, 

You could be betrayed by the grey concrete, 

But you will always return to her green bosom 

She'll caress your brain whilst the starlit sky blinds your eyes. 

 

 

- Hrishita Basak 

Semester 4 

Psychology Honours 

College Roll Number - 209 
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Life – A Word So Brief 

(By Arpi Ghosh, 4th Semester) 
 
 

 

It was an early summer morning. I sat down with a cup of tea and a newspaper which was full of 

pandemic news. Suddenly the phone rang. It startled me. But I got up and picked up the phone. 

 

1 



2  

“Hello?” I said. “Is this Kiyan Chatterjee’s house?” a woman’s voice questioned. “Yes, it is,” I 

answered. It was a call from the hospital. My son, Kiyan had been admitted to the hospital due to 

covid a week ago. But I came out to be covid negative. My heart beated fast. “Okay. So ma’am, I 

would ask you to stay calm and not freak out after hearing this,” the woman said. What did she 

mean by ‘stay calm and not freak out?’ Tears filled my eyes. “Ma’am, Kiyan Chatterjee has been 

shifted to ICU this morning due to breathing problem and high temperature.” I was completely 

numb. The phone was slipping from my hand but somehow I gathered myself and, almost choking 

on my tears, whispered, “How is he now?” The woman said, “Treatment is going on. Doctor is 

attending him. We would like you to…” I didn’t let her finish and terminated the call. Last night 

only I had a talk with my son over video call. He was alright then and was supposed be discharged 

within a day or two. 

 
I didn’t know what to do- how to react. Memories of Kiyan started to fill my mind and it was like I 

was seeking through the telescope into my life. The first time I held him in my arms; the first time 

he said “Mamma”; the first time he gripped my index finger in his little fingers and learnt to walk; 

the look of shock and horror that was on his face when I told him that he had lost his father. I 

jerked out all those memories and rubbing my face with my hands. I dressed up, took my phone 

and wallet hailed the cab that I booked. It was lockdown, so getting a cab was a bit difficult for me 

The untouched tea and newspaper laid on the table opening a page with news of deaths and hike in 

daily new cases of covid . I overcame the grief of loosing Kiyan’s father with a lot of difficulty and 

then Kiyan was the only thing that bound me to this life of course- he was my lifeline. I tried not to 

cry, to console myself that nothing had happened to Kiyan. After I reached the hospital, I went up 

to the receptionist and asked about my fourteen-year-old son. She asked me to wait and called 

someone over phone. I saw two doctors in PPE kits walking with hasty steps. I tensed up again and 

sat in one of those chairs which were lined up on the opposite side of the receptionist’s desk. 

People said that I was fortunate enough to acquire a bed for my son. The thought of my child lying 

on the floor of the hospital made my head spin. Fortunately the scenario in this hospital was a little 

different. The cries of people who lost their loved ones made me feel sick. 

 
After what seemed like eternity, the doctor came. She was wearing a mask and had the stethoscope 

around her neck . I stood up and went to her. Almost instantly I saw that her eyes were red and 

swollen. Strange, I thought. So I said, “What happened to Kiyan? Is he alright?” “Well he was 

running with high temperature last night with some breathing issues. His saturation was dropping 

at an alarming rate. We had to conduct a CT scan in the morning and are waiting for its report to 

come. Currently he is under oxygen support.. But I’m afraid that he will have to stay here for some 

more days, till he recovers completely,” the doctor replied in one breath. Her grave and serious 

voice scared me a bit. I asked again, “Is he out of danger?” She answered, “Well, I can say as of 



3  

now. We thought that he might require a life saving drug. Hence we called you for your consent. 

But please fill up the consent so that we can take the necessary steps when required. I’m sorry but 

I’ve to go now. Your son will just be fine, trust me. Don’t worry.” Before I could say anything 

else, she was gone. I heard a sniff and turned round to see the nurse with the doctor standing 

behind me and- crying. I went up to her and asked gently, “What is it? What’s the matter?” She 

answered between her sobs, “ You know, we have lost many medical professionals throughout this 

pandemic. Also some of our medical staffs lost their family members during the last few days of 

the second wave. The doctor who is treating your son is Dr. Sen. She had a son almost as old as 

yours….who also died due to covid…. yesterday.” Sniff. “Today, Dr. Sen was attending her son’s 

funeral….when your son’s condition detoriated….there was not enough doctors in the panel to 

treat him as most of them are covid positive…. hence we were forced to call Dr. Sen ….” Sniff. I 

listened intently, horrified. “We thought that she would refuse to come….we thought that she 

would shout at us .…but she just listened to what had happened…. and said that she’d be there in a 

few minutes.” The nurse sniffed again and looked at me, “She saved your son…. we weren’t sure if 

he would live….but she saved your son.” She smiled a very sad smile and went away. 

 
I stood rooted to the spot after what I had heard. There had been news in the newspapers and 

television about the efforts they have been giving to save each life. But I couldn’t believe my eyes 

that I just encountered an angle. The doctor saved my son when her own son was dead. The 

strangest thing was that she was also a mother at the same time. I closed my and prayed silently for 

her son’s eternal happiness. The doctor’s son meant everything to her. He was her lifeline. The 

doctor’s lifeline’s heart had stopped forever, but she came to save mine. A tear escaped my eye and 

rolled over my mask. 



Finding Positivity amidst the New Normal 
Himadri Das, 6th Semester 

 
Since the inception of free thought and free will, or should I say the moment we received 

these very gifts from the fabled tale of Adam being humbled after having the apple from the 

forbidden tree, Human Beings have tried to figure out how things work, why things work in 

the way they do and how things can be done which are at present seemingly impossible. Years 

of recording history, trying to understand our origins and tracing our steps back to the 

primordial cavemen who were essentially hunter gatherers, to the invention of wheel, lighting 

of the first fire and finally to the point where Humans are contemplating settlements on Mars 

and the Moon, we have come a long way. Even as the newest of researches show a beacon 

of hope for futuristic medical sciences and allied successes, it would not be wrong to claim 

that Humans are marching towards an unknown and relatively untapped base of knowledge, 

technological advancement and the much acclaimed and sought for immortality. Even though 

this seems far-fetched, the recent developments pertaining to stem cell research has ushered 

in a new hope for increased longevity of the human race.  

 

It is said that every now and then, when people have a collective thought of ‘Ahankara’, which 

is a definitive term used in Indian philosophy and at times stretched to few areas of India 

Psychological practices as well, they are humbled by the acts of sudden changes, calamities 

and unprecedented and unanticipated catastrophes which take a huge swing at our egotistical 

selves and force us to believe that we are yet to accomplish a lot other things in this world. 

The year of 2020, which was welcomed with much enthusiasm, pomp and show, as the year 

marked the beginning of a new decade, brought with it something like a balancing act. The 

dawn of the Novel Corona Virus and the huge stakes that it demolished withing days, country 

after country succumbing to its magnanimity, even as it itself was invisible to the naked eye, 

almost whacked humans back into senses. We were again forced to re-think our claims of 

being the superior most creature on our blue planet, as once again we entered the caves (our 

homes) and the animals roamed about freely as if nothing had happened.  

 

All in all, there is no doubt that ever since 2020, things have taken a very different route 

altogether. The perception of human lives, the fragile nature of our best of efforts were 

exposed as scores of our fellow humans gasped for breath all over the world. Yet, like it is 

often said, ‘Every Cloud Has a Silver Lining’, no matter how thin that conjecture might be, was 

something which we might have missed out on seeing while all the chaos. Let us now set aside 

what we are fed on a daily basis through our media reports and newspapers, and try and 

figure out a couple of things which happened and were quite evident, yet we were either 

blind to it, or else dubbed unimportant to take note of! 

 

As we progressed day after day, running in our own rat races, we failed to notice the greater 

good, the bigger picture. It is often said that a lonely man/woman lives like a king at times, 

but dies like a popper. There might be cultural variations and arguments alike to this 



statement, however, the past one and a half years has shown that it is quite true. Even as 

offices closed, schools and colleges were shut down and market places wiped clean, it was 

our family which stayed beside us. It was the comfort of having our near and dear ones close 

to us which brought about the distinctive difference between the chaos and the alter-chaos, 

if I may term it in that way! After many a year, people got the maximum time with their 

families, toddlers and children got company and even though schools and colleges were shut, 

the internet helped us to stay connected. Zoom calls, were not limited to office goers and 

lectures, but also to fun online movie sessions, conference calls and even multiplayer games, 

which saw a decent rise in the number of users. It gave us the much-needed time for cluttering 

our thought process and get closer to people whom we love and cherish. This in itself, is a 

huge bounty amidst all the ongoing chaos. 

 

The new normal, as it is termed nowadays, is to wear a mask whenever going out, sanitize 

one’s hands with soap regularly and in the absence of such a provision, to use a hand sanitizer 

and maintain a distance of 6 feet from everyone in order to avoid the spread of the virus any 

further and to avoid outdoor travel as much as possible. Many would argue that this is a major 

concern after spending years of our lives in a much different way and even I support this claim. 

However, there are a few things which happened due to the new normal, which might have 

missed our eye. There are fewer cases of contagious diseases now. There is less pollution in 

the air now and even if there is any, the mask filters it out to an extent which is obviously 

more than our uncovered noses. In terms of environment, there were certain animals which 

were close to extinction, are now back in business as there is no disturbance from human 

interference post the lockdown, for example sea turtles in Turkey, have again come out in 

huge numbers and given birth to thousands of offspring amid no human intervention. 

 

The medical system of various countries including India was stretched beyond its ideas to 

cope up with the situation in hand during the pandemic’s peaks. As a result, epidemiological 

teams, task forces, vaccine developmental strategies and distribution mechanisms cum digital 

record maintenance has come into being. It is safe to assume now that India and many other 

countries have now developed a system of tackling such situations at war footing in case 

anything of such catastrophic levels occur again. It can be expected that situations might not 

be as dire as they were this time, given the preparedness that is expected henceforth. In India, 

the drive for vaccination is currently reporting upwards of 80 lakh doses being administered 

per day, which is a huge feat in itself, for a country like India where awareness campaigns 

need to be massive and the population underplaying some key statistics. 

 

In such situations, it is hard to keep our minds focused away from the negativity around and 

zoom in to the goods among the bad. But if done so, it is indeed a respite from the regular 

informative bits we receive all around and helps our mental peace, which is regardless to 

mention, super important at such trying times. The key to maintaining vigour, pragmatic 

outlook and mental peace is to focus on the positive aspects and trying to blur the negatives 

(while not being insensitive to the issues at hand) amidst the new normal. 



It’s really astonishing that each and everyone from a child to an elderly person is familiar to Corona 
Virus. It is strange how a virus could change the way of living of billions of people and suddenly as
if the world has come to a stand still.For humans are social being,it is difficult for us to maintain 
distancing.But the protocol demands to maintain social distancing and keep aloof from others 
specially those who are infected by this deadly virus. It was really a sudden unexpected change 
everyone had to go through,wearing a mask whenever going out was not something we normally 
did or using sanitiser and washing hands with soap so often wasn’t normal too.But suddenly we
had to start practising all these habits to protect ourselves against this deadly virus and
accordingly we all started following the ‘new normal’. Apart from this we got acquainted with the
term ‘lockdown’ -limiting movement of billions of people and enforcing a series of regulations that
included opening shops and market for a short period of time, working from home, staying indoor
and getting out only for an emergency purpose. The most annoying thing about COVID-19 was the
constant pressure and restrictions it has on our mental health.Not only did it affect physically but
it also affect the mental sanity of the victimised patients as well as everyone around them. As we
know a coin has two sides, every bad has something good in it, and we have to stay positive holding
on the good side of this lockdown and covid. We got a lot of time to spend with our loved ones, got
time for our hobbies,do something productive and creative and to learn something new. Another 
positive side was that the earth got healed up a lot, the pollution dwindled, the air became fresher 
than before and it helped the nature to bounce back and had a positive impact on birds and animals
in the first phase of lockdown. This happened because of the use of less number of vehicles during
lockdown and less human interference with nature.Lastly, life during covid is different and have a
lots of negative impact on humankind but it also taught us to cherish the freedom we earlier had
and how our nature has bestowed us with such a beautiful earth and being humans it is ours
responsibility to find positivity among all the negativities and once everything is restored to
normal , make this world a better place for everyone.

Life During Covid 
Riya Mukherjee, 2nd Semester
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